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T'is the season to be ...
Every year the race is on to get everything done before we close up shop
for the year. For most businesses it’s a time of expectation and celebration
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as we review what we’ve achieved and look forward to the New Year. And
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Heat Treatments is no exception!
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During 2005 we’ve achieved a number of things including the installation
of the CNC Cylindrical Grinder in the machine shop and also the
commissioning of the cryogenic chamber in heat treating. We’ve also
introduced a new automated dual-retort gas generator which is giving us a
better heat treatment atmosphere control.
Looking towards 2006 we plan to commission a new automated shaker
hearth, as well as two new parts washers, which will provide cleaner post
heat-treating parts. After much work behind the scenes we plan to fire
up our Nitrex Nitrider and commision a large CNC lathe that has a 560mm
maximum turning diameter and is 2m between centres. And of course
work will continue on our large capacity sealed quench furnace, which we
aim to bring on-line sometime around the end of next year or early 2007.
In closing I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the team at
Heat Treatments to thank you for your support and wish you a Happy
Christmas and we look forward to working with you in the New Year.
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Fergus Thomson
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General Manager

A Christmas Story ...
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Once upon a time, in a land not so far away

Tuesday 20 December
- Final day work accepted for heat treatment
- HTL Pick-up Service finishes
Wednesday 21 December
- Last day of processing
- HTL Delivery Service finishes
Thursday 22 December
- HTL Closes at noon
Wednesday 4 January 06
- HTL Opens with skeleton crew / services
Wednesday 11 January 06
- HTL Pick-up / Delivery Service commences.
- More HT processes available.
- Machine Shop operational with skeleton crew
Monday 16 January 06
- HTL fully operational
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Yes once a year on December 22nd the machines
stop and the furnace doors shut

During our shutdown in the case of an emergency
only, please call(09) 626 6090 to see if we can help
you.

So check out these dates and you won’t get stuck ...

Merry Christmas from all of us at Heat Treatments.
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There lived a team of men (and some women) who
spent their lives working with metal
Some of it got machined, some ground and some
polished
Some of it was hard, some of it was soft
Some of it got the cryogenic treatment, some got
annealed and some did not!
Customers came from all around to see the
wondrous site of machines working and furnaces
burning bright
The machines hummed and the furnaces glowed
– right up until the sleigh bell was rung

Is there a metallurgist in the house?
Being a metallurgist isn’t what you’d
call a common occupation. So when
you consider that Heat Treatments has
three trained metallurgists you can be
assured you’ve come to the right place
for advice. In fact customers aren’t the
only one’s who knock on the lab door
– lecturers from various Universities
and Polytechnics rope the team into
speaking to students on a fairly regular
basis. And there’s one man in particular they’re after – Ivan
Mitchell. Not surprising really, considering his 40 years of
experience – 20 of which have been with Heat Treatments.

varieties and quality of steels available. Other countries have
a better selection but the bottom line is we’re competing in
a global market and price is King. What it comes down to is
being able to do the best with what you have.”

An Englishman by birth, Ivan grew up in Yorkshire where
there were basically two career options – the coal mines or
the steel mills. He chose the latter and moved to Sheffield
where he began to work and learn from some of the best in
the industry. With qualifications from Sheffield University and
Rotherham Polytechnic, Ivan was working for hacksaw blade
company, ‘James Neil’, when they asked him if he would like
to help set up a plant in New Zealand. The three month stay
in 1980 had him hooked and it wasn’t long before he was
applying for permanent residency.

What do you think are the key things a customer should
consider when embarking on a project?
“If you get the basics right you can’t go to far wrong. That
means being clear about what the product is going to be used
for, designing it so that it fits that purpose, choosing the right
materials, heat treating it appropriately, working out how it
needs to be finished and of course determining whether or
not it is viable from a cost perspective.”

What do you like most about your role at Heat
Treatments?
“I like the challenge of working with a customer to determine
the best type of material to use for a particular product. It’s all
about understanding what the customer is trying to achieve
and then investigating the material alternatives.”
What do you see as the industries key challenges going
forward?
“I think New Zealand gets a rough deal in terms of the

”The other issue is the fact that there are a lot of engineers
out there who have had very little exposure to metallurgy and
so they can often be unaware of the importance of material
selection when they are designing something.”
What is your greatest challenge?
“Paperwork – I’m far more interested in working in the lab
than at my desk.”

When you’re not in the Lab what are you doing?
“I’ve always been involved in football. I used to play for
Sheffield United Reserves but then there came a point where
I had to get a ‘proper’ job. I never stopped being involved
though and I’ve coached many clubs here in New Zealand. I
also play a little golf and, although I’m not a true handyman, I
consider myself to be a bit of a gardener.”
What do you want for Christmas?
“Well like most men I wouldn’t go past a few power tools! It
might just make the gardening easier!”
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Cryogenic Treatments
In this issue of Celsius Adam Walmsley gives us the basics on
cryogenics. Heat Treatments has a cryogenic facility and for
further information on it and turnaround times please contact
us on 09 621 0020

Deep Cryogenic Tempering

There are two types of cryogenic treatments commonly used
in the metallurgical field, sub zero cold treatment and deep
cryogenic tempering.

Until recently the value of this process was debated or
disregarded by most metallurgists as there was little and often
conflicting information available on the subject. Over the last
ten years or so there has been many scientifically based studies
released in support of the sometimes enthusiastic claims made
by companies offering Deep cryo treatments. Some studies
have found lifetime improvements of up to 20X in certain cases.
Although the mechanisms that achieve these property increases
are not yet fully understood, it is thought to be a combination of
several factors such as;

Sub Zero Cold Treatment
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This is defined as a supplemental treatment usually performed
after-through hardening of high alloy steels and typically involves
temperatures in the range of -30 to -85°C, with soak times of
1-4 hours. The main purpose of this treatment is to transform
any retained austenite (a soft phase) that may not have
completely transformed to martensite (the hard phase) during
the original hardening operation.
If a hardened steel does contain retained austenite it is
considered unstable as it can transform at a later date due
to temperature fluctuations and working effects. Because
austenite occupies a different volume than martensite, this
can result in size changes later in the parts working life.
Transforming this austenite at an early stage by Sub Zero
treatment will ensure the metal achieves maximum wear
resistance, fatigue strength and dimensional stability and will
often make grinding easier. Some grades of steel are more
prone to retaining austenite than others so it is most beneficial
to Sub Zero treat these grades. As a general rule, higher alloy
steels are more susceptible. Some common grades that respond
well to sub zero treatments are:

•
•

A more complete transformation of retained austenite
A precipitation of sub-microscopic carbides (The precipitation
of these carbides is also thought to reduce the internal
stresses in the martensite which lowers the micro-cracking
tendencies.)

Interestingly enough most
studies have found high
alloy steels and cast irons
to have the best response
to deep cryo treatment. As
a result Deep Cryogenic
Tempering is now finding
wide- spread use in
many engineering and
motorsport applications – (especially in the U.S. and Europe).
In engineering, cutting, punching, and forming tools show
very good lifetime increases and in motorsport the process has
proved most beneficial to engine blocks, con-rods, crankshafts,
transmission parts and brake rotors.
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Carburising steels
Tool Steels
Stainless Steels
High Speed
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EN36/EN39
D2/A2/CPM
420/440
M2/ASP

This is a relatively new development where the metal is cooled
to very low temps (-200°C) and held for a substantial period
– usually 12-24 hours.

The guys in the machine shop know a thing or two about knives
and blades – they spend quite a bit of time making them!
According to John Baird, manager of the machine shop, there is
no end to the variations the team manufacture and grind.
“We make knives and blades for a range of different industries
including forestry, timber, meat / fish processing, plastics,
engineering and agriculture. All of them are made to the
customer’s exact specifications, which means the garden
mulcher blade we make for one company can be very different
from the one we make for another,” says John.
“You can tell you’ve got a good knife or blade when it wears
well and holds it’s edge, and that all comes down to getting
the basics right. It’s about understanding the application
of the blade, choosing the right materials, then getting the
design right, machining it accurately and then heat treating it
appropriately. All handled by our team with the finishing touch
of course being the final grinding.”

Heat Treatments make a wide range of knives and blades
including:• Chipping Knives
• Counter Knives
• Veneer Trimming Knives
• Scrap Steel Chopping Blades
• Granulator Blades
• Guillotine Blades
• Meat, Fish, and Poultry
Chopping Blades

The glue that holds it all together
With over 55 men and only five women on the Heat
Treatments team – you could say the power lies with
the men. But these five ladies are quite a formidable
team and although they may work behind the scenes
and not often be out there in the spotlight – their
contribution to making the place tick cannot be
underestimated. Like most women in the world – they
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are often seen to be the glue that holds it all together.
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So let’s introduce them ....
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Left to right: Janette, Susan, Kathy, Jackie and Elaine.
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All I want for Christmas is ...

JANETTE KNIGHT
RECEIVING and DESPATCH CLERK (Auckland Street Geography
Teacher)
Data entry of HT customer orders
Customer enquiries
11 Years
.... It’s a secret – even from Celsius
SUSAN BLAKE
CLEANER/LUNCH HAND (Internal Services Executive)
All I can say is - where would a man be without a good woman
with a smile, who keeps their overalls and dustcoats clean,
makes the tea etc and ensures they have a clean environment
1 Year 6 months
A long holiday with my family
KATHY WILLIAMS
RECEPTIONIST EXTRAORDINAIRE
Keeping the troops happy
You name it I do it
5 Years
MISTLETOE AND WINE
ELAINE FOLAU
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Credit control, Customer A/C queries, Invoicing
Relief receptionist
17 Years
To win Lotto, Bubbly, Chardonay, Pinot Gris, BMW soft top and
to be happy GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN
JACKIE BOXSELL
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
All areas of accounts
20 Years of watching the comings and goings including MR.
W.D. McGregor (founder) and more recently John McGregor's
retirement
To enjoy some PEACE and quiet after a busy fulfilling year.
The Heat Treatments Service Team:
Heat Treatments:

Len Allen
Reece McGregor
Dean Gounden

Customer Service
Production
Quotations

Technical / Metallurgical: Adam Walmsley & Ivan Mitchell

116-118 Stoddard Road, Mt Roskill
PO Box 57025, Owairaka, Auckland, New Zealand
Telephone: 09 621 0020, Facsimile: 09 621 0019
www.heat-treat.co.nz

Machine Shop:

Dennis Scotting
Brian Thompson
John Baird

Estimates & Quotations
Production
Operations

General:

Steve Askew
Kathy Williams
Elaine Folau

Quality Co-ordinator
Receptionist
Accounts Receivable
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